Job description

WHO WE ARE
IL MAKIAGE is a DTC prestige beauty brand based in Soho, NYC, defining and building the future of beauty by using unparalleled technology to connect people with superior beauty products. We are the fastest growing online beauty brand in the US, powered by the Oddity consumer tech platform (NASDAQ:ODD), recently recognized as one of Times “100 most influential companies of 2023”.

THE OPPORTUNITY
We are in search of a part-time (15-25 hrs/week) translator who will be responsible for translating and localizing our English content to Japanese audiences. Essential duties and responsibilities may include, but are not limited to translation and quality control of Japanese content. Applicants should be proactive self starters who are comfortable managing their own schedules and working on their own time.

RESPONSIBILITY

- Translate content from English to Japanese, ensuring translations are accurate culturally and linguistically.
- This role is fully remote.
- The role will last for the duration of the next 2-4 months, with possibility of extension.
- Our ideal candidate has the ability to translate, adapt and edit marketing content to fit the local market, as well as prioritize tasks and communicate effectively.

If you are looking for a fun and fast-paced organization to work for — Apply today!

WHO YOU ARE

Required

- Bachelor’s degree
- Japanese native
- Native fluency in written and spoken English, as well as Japanese is required
- Strong written communication skills
- Passion for cosmetics and wellness
• Adaptable and responsive - tasks might require ad hoc availability throughout the week, being on call at mutually agreed times throughout the week
• Ability to work independently and with minimal supervision
• Ability to prioritize, manage time, and manage multiple projects at once
• Excellent organizational skills
• Close attention to detail
• Flexibility to manage your own schedule and work on your own time
  • This is a great experience for part-time workers or if you are a full-time student

Nice-to-have

• Experience in translation is a plus!

WORK AUTHORIZATION

• USA (Required)

Job Type: Freelancer

Salary: $20 USD / hour

Schedule:

• Monday to Friday
• Self-determined schedule

Language:

• Japanese (Required)

Work Location: Remote